Billing Questions and Information

Request Copy of Images on Disk:

Regarding Billing and Hospital Based Facilities

Notice to Patients

Obtaining Results

Air Rights Garage (ARG)

Request copy of the report / Images

DIRECTIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT

MyChart

Parking Information

take the left exit to Parking Garages.

If you are coming from route 95 or route 91, stay in the extreme left lane while on the Oak Street Connector and (*Recommended)

Children’s Hospital Valet

Parking Instructions and Directions To:

Diagnostic Radiology

Access/Release of Document

If you would like a copy of your report sent to a non-

For Medical Record Requests or Questions,

Diagnostic Radiology Imaging results are automatically loaded into

Diagnostic Imaging results are automatically loaded into

To reach out to the doctor who placed the order.

The doctor who ordered your exam will receive results within 24hrs of its completion and any Yale Physician

involved in your care will also have access to your report as well. If you would like your results ASAP, you may want

If you had filled out an Authorization for Disclosure/Release of Protected Health Information during your visit then

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

If you did not complete the Release form during your visit, you can use the link (http://www.ynhhs.com)

They will be able to make you a copy and mail it out.

If you should need to reschedule, please contact our Central Scheduling department

Once off the elevator, please check

Take the elevator to the second floor.

Once you have entered the Children’s Hospital, you will find the West Pavilion elevators to the left.

• Make sure to bring your parking ticket in and present it to the department receptionist or technologist to receive

Cost: $7 for the first hour, $2 for each additional 30

mins.

(*Recommended)

Children’s Hospital Valet

* Make sure to bring your parking ticket in and present it to the department receptionist or technologist to receive

a voucher for discounted parking.

Please let them know what location you would like to pick up your disk at:

If you prefer to pick up the disk, please call

If you would like for the disk to be mailed to you, please fax the completed form to Fax number: 203

Library.

If you did not complete the Release form during your visit, you can use the link (http://www.ynhhs.com)

They will be able to make you a copy and mail it out.

If you had filled out an Authorization for Disclosure/Release of Protected Health Information during your visit then

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.
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Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.
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Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.
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Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.
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There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.
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Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.

You may receive a notice from YNHH titled

Any questions concerning fees, please call:

These fees may be applied if you are seen for another appointment, outside of the Radiology department.

There is no facility fee for radiology exams.

If you are only being seen by the Radiology Department during your visit, you

letter is mandated by the state of Connecticut to inform patients of fees and charges concerning their visit.
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There is no facility fee for radiology exams.
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